LP MLN is a powerful knowledge representation and reasoning tool that combines the non-monotonic reasoning ability of Answer Set Programming (ASP) and the probabilistic reasoning ability of Markov Logic Networks (MLN). In this paper, we study the strong equivalence for LP MLN programs, which is an important tool for program rewriting and theoretical investigations in the field of logic programming. First of all, we present the notion of p-strong equivalence for LP MLN and present a model-theoretical characterization for the notion. Then, we investigate several properties of the p-strong equivalence from the following four aspects. Firstly, we investigate two relaxed notions of the p-strong equivalence according to practical scenarios of program rewriting, and present corresponding characterizations for the notions. Secondly, we analyze the computational complexities of deciding strong equivalences for LP MLN programs. Thirdly, we investigate the relationships among the strong equivalences of LP MLN and two extensions of ASP: ASP with weak constraints and ordered disjunctions. Finally, we investigate LP MLN program simplification via the p-strong equivalence and present some syntactic conditions that decide the p-strong equivalence between a single LP MLN rule and the empty program. All of above results are expected to provide a better understanding of LP MLN in both theoretical and practical sides. This paper is a thoughtful extension of [WSZZ19]. Besides full proofs, this paper also adds three new parts: (1) investigating two different notions of strong equivalences for LP MLN ; (2) analyzing the computational complexities of deciding strong equivalences; and (3) studying the relationships among the notions of strong equivalences for LP MLN and two logic formalisms: ASP with weak constraints and ordered disjunctions.
Introduction
LP MLN [LW16] , a new knowledge representation and reasoning language, is designed to handle non-monotonic, uncertain, and inconsistent knowledge by combining the logic programming methods of Answer Set Programming (ASP) [GL88, BET11] and Markov Logic Networks (MLN) [RD06] . Specifically, an LP MLN program can be viewed as a weighted ASP program, where each ASP rule is assigned a weight denoting its certainty degree, and each weighted rule is allowed to be violated by a set of beliefs associated with the program. For example, ASP rule "← a, b." is a constraint denoting the facts a and b are contrary, therefore, a belief set X = {a, b} is invalid in the context of ASP programs containing the constraint. By contrast, in the context of LP MLN , above constraint becomes a weighted rule "w : ← a, b.", where w denotes the certainty degree of the constraint. And the set X = {a, b} becomes a valid belief set with loss of the certainty degree w.
Based on above settings, several inference tasks are introduced to LP MLN such as computing the marginal probability distribution of beliefs and computing the most probable belief sets, which make LP MLN suitable for the applications that contain uncertain and inconsistent data. For example, in the tasks of classifying visual objects, LP MLN rules can be used to encode soft constraints among unlabeled objects such as "objects equipped with wheels are usually cars" [EK16] . On the theoretical side, recent works on LP MLN aim at establishing the relationships among LP MLN and other logic formalisms [LW16, BG16, LY17] , developing LP MLN solvers [LTW17, WZ17, WXZ + 18], acquiring the weights of rules automatically [LW18] , exploring the properties of LP MLN [WZXS18] etc. Although all of above results lay the foundation for knowledge representation and reasoning via LP MLN , there are many important theoretical properties have not been investigated for LP MLN .
The notion of strong equivalence for ASP and its several extensions have been studied extensively, due to the fact that it is important for program rewriting in the field of logic programming [EFTW04, PT09, Wol10] . Generally speaking, two ASP programs P and Q are strongly equivalent, iff for any ASP program R, the extended programs P ∪ R and Q ∪ R have the same stable models [LPV01, Tur01] . Therefore, a logic program P can be rewritten as one of its strong equivalent Q without considering its context. If the program Q is easier to solve, it can be used to simplify the program P , which is useful in implementations of solvers. For example, it has been shown that an ASP rule is strongly equivalent to the empty program if its positive and negative bodies have common atoms [ONA01, IS04, LC07] , and such kind of rules is called redundant. Obviously, eliminating redundant rules can be used to enhance solvers. Inspired by above works in ASP, we believe studying strong equivalences for LP MLN programs will provide a better understanding of LP MLN in both theoretical and practical aspects.
In this paper, we study the strong equivalences for LP MLN programs. First of all, for LP MLN programs, we define the notion of strong equivalence on stable models and their probability distribution, called p-strong equivalence. Then, we present a characterization for the p-strong equivalence by generalizing the strong equivalence models (SE-models) of ASP, which serves as a basic framework for the further investigation of the strong equivalence for LP MLN . Next, we investigate several properties of the p-strong equivalence from four aspects. Firstly, we consider two special scenarios of problems solving. Under the scenarios, the p-strong equivalence is somewhat strict, therefore, we introduce two relaxed notions of the p-strong equivalence, i.e. the p-strong equivalence under the soft stable model semantics of LP MLN (sp-strong equivalence) and the p-strong equivalence under factual extensions (p-uniform equivalence). For the newly introduced notions, we investigate their characterizations by presenting corresponding SE-models. Secondly, we analyze the computational complexities of deciding strong equivalences for LP MLN programs. It shows that deciding both of the p-strong and sp-strong equivalences are co-NP-complete, and deciding the uniform equivalence on stable models (semi-uniform equivalence) is in Π p 2 . Thirdly, we investigate the relationships among the strong equivalences of LP MLN and two important extensions of ASP, i.e. ASP with weak constraints [CFG + 12] and ASP with ordered disjunction [Bre02] . The relationships show that the strong equivalence of some logic formalisms can be studied by translating them into LP MLN programs. Finally, we use p-strong equivalence to simplify LP MLN programs and enhance LP MLN solvers. To decide the p-strong equivalence efficiently, we present a sufficient and necessary condition to characterize the strong equivalence between a single LP MLN rule and the empty program, i.e. the redundant LP MLN rules.
Preliminaries
In this section, we firstly review the syntax and semantics of ASP and LP MLN . Then, we review the strong equivalence for ASP programs.
2.1. Syntax. An ASP program is a finite set of rules of the form l 1 ∨ ... ∨ l k ← l k+1 , ..., l m , not l m+1 , ..., not l n .
(2.1)
where l i s (1 ≤ i ≤ n) are literals, ∨ is epistemic disjunction, and not is default negation. A literal is either an atom a or its negation ¬a, where ¬ is classic negation. For an ASP rule r of the form (2.1), the sets of literals occurred in head, positive body, and negative body of r are denoted by h(r) = {l i | 1 ≤ i ≤ k}, b + (r) = {l i | k + 1 ≤ i ≤ m}, and b − (r) = {l i | m + 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, respectively. By lit(r) = h(r) ∪ b + (r) ∪ b − (r), we denote the set of literals occurred in a rule r, by at(r), we denote the set of atoms occurred in a rule r, i.e. at(r) = {a | a ∈ lit(r) or ¬a ∈ lit(r)}, and by lit(P ) = r∈P lit(r) and at(P ) = r∈P at(r), we denote the set of literals and atoms occurred in an ASP program P respectively. Therefore, an ASP rule r of the form (2.1) can also be abbreviated as h(r) ← b + (r), not b − (r).
(2.2) An ASP rule is called a fact, if both of its positive and negative bodies are empty, and it is called a constraint, if its head is empty. An ASP program is called ground, if it contains no variables. An LP MLN program is a finite set of weighted ASP rules w : r, where w is the weight of rule r, and r is an ASP rule of the form (2.1). The weight w of an LP MLN rule is either a real number or a symbol "α" denoting "infinite weight", and if w is a real number, the rule is called soft, otherwise, it is called hard. By M , we denote the set of unweighted ASP counterpart of an LP MLN program M , i.e. M = {r | w : r ∈ M }. An LP MLN rule w : r is also called a weighted fact or weighted constraint, if r is an ASP fact or constraint, respectively. By M s and M h , we denote the sets of all soft rules and hard rules in M , respectively. An LP MLN program M is called ground, if its unweighted ASP counterpart M is ground. Usually, a non-ground logic program is considered as a shorthand for the corresponding ground program, therefore, we only consider ground logic programs in this paper. [LPV01] . As presented in [Tur01] , the notion of strong equivalence models (SE-models) can be used to characterize the strong equivalence for ASP programs, which is defined as follows.
Definition 2.2 (SE-model for ASP). For an ASP program P , an SE-interpretation (X, Y ) is an SE-model of P if X |= P Y and Y |= P .
By SE A (P ), we denote the sets of all SE-models of an ASP program P . Theorem 2.3 provides a characterization for strong equivalence between ASP programs, that is, the SE-model approach in ASP. Theorem 2.3 (Theorem 1 from [Tur01] ). Two ASP programs P and Q are strongly equivalent iff they have the same SE-models, i.e. SE A (P ) = SE A (Q).
Probabilistic Strong Equivalence
In this section, we investigate probabilistic strong equivalence (p-strong equivalence) between LP MLN programs. Firstly, we present several main concepts of equivalences for LP MLN programs including p-ordinary, p-strong, and semi-strong equivalences. Secondly, we present a model-theoretical characterization for the semi-strong equivalence. Finally, we present a characterization for the p-strong equivalence based on the characterization of semi-strong equivalence. It is clear that two p-ordinarily equivalent LP MLN programs have the same MAP and MPD inference results, which are the most frequently used inference tasks for LP MLN . Usually, two logic programs are strongly equivalent means they are ordinarily equivalent under any extension. Therefore, we define the notion of the p-strong equivalence as follows.
Definition 3.2 (p-strong equivalence). Two LP MLN programs L and M are p-strongly equivalent, denoted by L ≡ s,p M , if for any LP MLN program N , we have L ∪ N ≡ p M ∪ N .
According to above definitions, the p-strong equivalence implies the p-ordinary equivalence, but the inverse does not hold in general, which can be observed from the following example. (3.1) 2 : ← a, b.
(3.2) and M α : a ← not b.
(3.4) 2 : ← a, b.
(3.5)
It is easy to check that L and M have the same stable models and the same probability distribution of stable models, which is shown in Table 1 . Therefore, L and M are p-ordinarily equivalent, which means they have the same MAP and MPD inference results. Specifically, both of interpretations {a} and {b} are the most probable stable models of L and M , and for the literals a and b, we have P (L, a) = P (M, a) = 0.5 and P (L, b) = P (M, b) = 0.5. But the programs L and M are not p-strongly equivalent. For example, consider an LP MLN program
the interpretation S is not a stable model of (M ∪ N ) S S , which means S ∈ SM L (M ∪ N ). Now, we introduce the notion of semi-strong equivalence, which helps us describe the characterization of the p-strong equivalence more conveniently. 
e 2 e 2 * α+2 e 2 * α+2 e 2 * α e 2 * α e 2 * α e 2 * α * U = {a, b}, and "−" means "not an SE-model". Definition 3.4 relaxes the p-strong equivalence by ignoring the probability distribution of stable models. Therefore, for LP MLN programs L and M , L ≡ s,p M implies L ≡ s,s M , but the inverse does not hold in general. Based on the relationship between two notions of strong equivalences for LP MLN , the characterization of the p-strong equivalence can be divided into two parts: (1) characterizing the semi-strong equivalence by introducing the notion of SE-models for LP MLN ; (2) characterizing the p-strong equivalence by introducing uncertainty measurement conditions on the basis of the semi-strong equivalence, which are shown in following subsections.
3.2.
Characterizing Semi-Strong Equivalence. Similar to the SE-model approach for characterizing the strong equivalence of ASP, we introduce the SE-model for LP MLN , which can be used to characterize the semi-strong equivalence between LP MLN programs. In Definition 3.5, M is an ASP program obtained from M by a three-step transformation of the program M . In the first step,
Through the transformation, an SE-model for LP MLN is reduced to an SE-model for ASP, which shows the relationship between LP MLN and ASP. By SE L (M ), we denote the set of all SE-models of an LP MLN program M .
Definition 3.6. For an LP MLN program M and an SE- Table 2 . Now, we show some properties of the SE-models for LP MLN , which will be used to characterize the semi-strong equivalence for LP MLN programs. Proposition 3.8 -3.10 show some immediate results derived from the definition of SE-models for LP MLN , which can also be observed from Example 3.7. 
Proposition 3.10. For an LP MLN program M and an interpretation X, X is a stable model of M , iff (X , X) is not an SE-model of M for any proper subset X of X.
Based on above properties of SE-models, Lemma 3.11 provides a model-theoretical characterization for the semi-strong equivalence. Proof. For the if direction, suppose SE L (L) = SE L (M ), we need to prove that for any LP MLN program N , the programs L ∪ N and M ∪ N have the same stable models. We use proof by contradiction. For an interpretation Y , assume that Y ∈ SM L (L ∪ N )
is an SE-model of M , which means (X, Y ) is also an SE-model of L. By the definition of the stable model, Y cannot be a stable model of L ∪ N , which contradicts with the assumption Y ∈ SM L (L ∪ N ). Therefore, the programs L ∪ N and M ∪ N have the same stable models, and the if direction of Lemma 3.11 is proven. For the only-if direction, suppose SM L (L ∪ N ) = SM L (M ∪ N ), we need to prove that SE L (L) = SE L (M ). We use proof by contradiction. For an SE-interpretation (X, Y ), assume
Let X be a set of literals such that X ⊆ Y and X |= M Y Y ∪ N . By the construction of N , we have X ⊆ X . Since X |= M Y Y , we have X = X , which means there at least exists a literal l ∈ Y − X such that l ∈ X . By the construction of N , we have X |= N iff (Y − X) ⊆ X , which means X = Y . By the definition of stable models, Y is a stable model of M ∪N , which means Y should also be a stable model of L∪N . By Proposition 3.10, (X, Y ) cannot be an SE-model of L, which contradicts with the assumption (X, Y ) ∈ SE L (L). Therefore, L and M have the same SE-models, and the only-if direction of Lemma 3.11 is proven. 
(3.8) and M
(3.10)
where w i (1 ≤ i ≤ 4) is a variable denoting the weight of corresponding rule. All SE-models of the new LP MLN programs and their weight degrees are shown in Table 3 . It is easy to check that ({b}, {a, b}) is the unique non-total SE-model of L and M , therefore, the LP MLN programs L and M are semi-strongly equivalent.
3.3. Characterizing P-Strong Equivalence. Now, we investigate the characterization of the p-strong equivalence for LP MLN programs. Due to the hard rules of LP MLN , the lim operation is used in computing probability distribution of stable models, which makes the characterization of p-strong equivalence complicated. Therefore, we firstly present a sufficient condition for characterizing the notion. Then we investigate whether the condition is necessary. Lemma 3.13 provides a sufficient condition for characterizing the p-strong equivalence between LP MLN programs, called PSE-condition, which adds new conditions on the weights of SE-models on the basis of semi-strong equivalence.
Lemma 3.13. Two LP MLN programs L and M are p-strongly equivalent, if they are semistrongly equivalent, and there exist two constants c and k such that for each SE-model
Proof. For LP MLN programs L and M , to show the p-strong equivalence between them, we need to show that, for any LP MLN program N , 
Part 3. For a stable model X ∈ SM P (L ∪ N ), the probability degree of X can be reformulated as
Combining above results, L and M are p-strongly equivalent, Lemma 3.13 is proven.
Lemma 3.13 shows that the PSE-condition is a sufficient condition for characterizing the p-strong equivalence. One may ask whether the PSE-condition is also necessary. Fortunately, the answer is yes, but it is not easy to prove due to the hard rules in LP MLN Although the example is not for p-strongly equivalent programs, it still shows how hard rules affect the characterization of p-strong equivalence. That is, if there is an interpretation X such that for any LP MLN program N , X ∈ SM P (M ∪ N ), the condition on the weight of SE-models (X , X) is not necessary for characterizing the p-strong equivalence of M . Above intuition is formally described by following lemmas, which serve as some preconditions of proving the necessity of the PSE-condition.
Lemma 3.14. For p-strongly equivalent LP MLN programs L and M , let N 1 and N 2 be arbitrary LP MLN programs such that SM P (L ∪ N 1 ) ∩ SM P (L ∪ N 2 ) = ∅. There exist two constants c and k such that for any SE-models (X,
Proof. Suppose I is a probabilistic stable model such that I ∈ SM P (L ∪ N 1 ) ∩ SM P (L ∪ N 2 ), and there are two constants c and k such that W (L, I) = exp(c + k * α) * W (M, I).
Since the programs L and M are p-strongly equivalent, for any probabilistic stable model X ∈ SM P (L ∪ N 1 ), we have P (L ∪ N 1 , X) = P (M ∪ N 1 , X). By SW (L), we denote the sum of weight degrees of probabilistic stable models of an LP MLN program L, i.e. SW (L) = X∈SM P (L) W (L, X). By the definition of probability degree, for any probabilistic stable model X ∈ SM P (L ∪ N 1 ), we have P (L ∪ N 1 , X) = W (L ∪ N 1 , X)/SW (L ∪ N 1 ) and P (M ∪ N 1 , X) = W (M ∪ N 1 , X)/SW (M ∪ N 1 ), therefore, we have W (L, X) = (SW (L ∪ N 1 )/SW (M ∪N 1 )) * W (M, X). Since I ∈ SM P (L∪N 1 ), we have SW (L∪N 1 )/SW (M ∪N 1 ) = exp(c + k * α). Similarly, for any probabilistic stable model X ∈ SM P (L ∪ N 2 ), we can derive that W (L, X ) = exp(c + k * α) * W (M, X ). Therefore, for any interpretation Y ∈ SM P (L ∪ N 1 ) ∪ SM P (L ∪ N 2 ), we have shown that W (L, Y ) = exp(c + k * α) * W (M, Y ). By the definition of the weight degree of SE-model, Lemma 3.14 is proven.
For an LP MLN program L, a set E of LP MLN programs is called a set of necessary extensions w.r.t. L, if for any interpretations X and Y , there exists a program L ∈ E such that L ⊆ L , and both of X and Y are probabilistic stable models of L . Lemma 3.14 shows that for any p-strongly equivalent LP MLN programs L and M , if there exists a set of necessary extensions w.r.t. L and M , then the PSE-condition w.r.t. L and M is necessary, which means to prove the necessity of the PSE-condition, we need to construct a set of necessary extensions.
In addition, following proposition shows that to construct the necessary extensions w.r.t. an LP MLN program L, we only need to consider the interpretations consisting of literals occurred in L.
For a set U of literals, we use 2 U to denote the power set of U , and use 2 U + to denote the set of interpretations in 2 U , i.e. In what follows, we present a method to construct the necessary extensions w.r.t. an LP MLN program.
Definition 3.16 (flattening rules). For two interpretations X and Y such that X ∩ Y = ∅, and an atom a such that neither a or its negation ¬a does not occur in X ∪ Y , by R(X, Y, a) we denote an LP MLN program as follows α : ← X, not Y, a.
(3.12) α : a ← X, not Y.
(3.13)
We use an example to show the intuition of Definition 3.16. Consider a set U = {a, b, c} of literals and an interpretation X = {a, b}, by Definition 3.16, the flattening rules R(X, U − X, a ) are as follows α : ← a, b, not c, a .
(3.14) α : a ← a, b, not c.
(3.15) It is easy to check that X only satisfies rule (3.14), and other consistent subsets of U satisfy total R(X, U − X, a ). Therefore, the flattening rules R(X, U − X, a ) can be used to relatively decrease the hard rules satisfied by X. Proposition 3.17 shows some important properties of flattening rules. 
e 4α * "−" means "not a stable model".
be satisfied by X, which means I |= R(X, U − X, a ). If I ∩ U ⊂ X, it is easy to check the negative bodies of two rules in R(X, U − X, a ) cannot be satisfied by X, which means I |= R(X, U − X, a ). 
is an atom such that c i+1 ∈ at(E i (M, U )).
By Proposition 3.17, the flattening extensions of an LP MLN program have following properties.
) and Y ∩ U = X ∩ U }}; and • the weight degrees of stable models have following relationships
(3.16) and for two stable models Y and
it is easy to check that all subsets of U are the stable models of E 0 (L, U ), and U is the unique probabilistic stable model. By Definition 3.16, the flattening rules R(U, ∅, c 1 ) are as follows
(3.18) and we have E 1 (L, U ) = E 0 (L, U ) ∪ R(U, ∅, c 1 ). The stable models and their weight degrees of L, E 0 (L, U ), and E 1 (L, U ) are shown in Table 4 . From the table, we can observe that after adding rules R(U, ∅, c 1 ), the number of hard rules satisfied by U decreases relatively, therefore, non-probabilistic stable models {a} and {b} of E 0 (L, U ) become probabilistic stable models of extended program E 1 (L, U ).
By Proposition 3.19 and Example 3.20, it has shown that how flattening extensions adjust the numbers of hard rules satisfied by a stable model. Following results show how to construct a necessary extension of two p-strongly equivalent programs by using flattening extensions.
Lemma 3.21. Let L and M be p-strongly equivalent LP MLN programs, and U = lit(L ∪ M ). For any interpretations X and Y of 2 U + , there exists a flattening extension E k (L, U ) such that both of X and Y are probabilistic stable models of E k (L, U ).
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume h(E 0 (L, U ), X) ≥ h(E 0 (M, U ), Y ). We prove Lemma 3.21 by showing a two-step method to construct a flattening extension E k (L, U ) such that X ∈ SM P (E k (L, U )) and Y ∈ SM P (E k (L, U )). In Step 1, we show there exists a minimal number k 1 such that X ∈ SM P (E k 1 (L, U )); in Step 2, we show that there exists a minimal number k 2 ≥ k 1 such that X ∈ SM P (E k 2 (L, U )) and Y ∈ SM P (E k 2 (L, U )). In the proof, by d(X, i), we denote the difference between numbers of hard rules of E i (L, U ) satisfied by a probabilistic stable model and
Step 1. According to definition, the minimum value of d(X, i) is zero, which means X ∈ E i (L, U ). If d(X, 0) = 0, then E 0 (L, U ) is a minimal flattening extension such that X becomes a probabilistic stable model. If d(X, 0) > 0 and n is an integer such that
has multiple probabilistic stable models, i.e. |SM P (E i (L, U ))| > 1, it is easy to check that d(X, i + 1) = d(X, i) and |SM P (E i+1 (L, U ))| = |SM P (E i (L, U ))| − 1. Therefore, d(X, i) is a monotonically decreasing function over the interval (0, n), and there is always an integer j > i such that d(X, j) < d(X, i), which means there exists a minimal number k 1 > n such that d(X, k 1 ) = 0. That is, X becomes a probabilistic stable model of E k 1 (L, U ).
Step
is the flattening extension such that both of X and Y become probabilistic stable models. Otherwise, we have X ∈ SM P (E k 1 (L, U )), while Y ∈ SM P (E k 1 (L, U )), therefore, we need to further extend E k 1 (L, U ). As we discussed in Step 1, there is a minimal number k 2 ≥ k 1 such that Y becomes a probabilistic stable model of E k 2 (L, U ). We need to show that X is also a probabilistic stable model of E k 2 (L, U ). We use proof by contradiction. Assume X ∈ SM P (E k 2 (L, U )), there exists an integer k such that
, which means both of X and Y are probabilistic stable models of E k (L, U ). It contradicts with the premise that k 2 is the minimal integer such that Y ∈ SM P (E k 2 (L, U )). Therefore, both X and Y are probabilistic stable models of E k 2 (L, U ), Lemma 3.21 is proven.
Lemma 3.21 shows that one can construct a set of necessary extensions of two p-strongly equivalent LP MLN programs by constructing a set of flattening extensions. Combining Lemma 3.13 and Lemma 3.14, we have found a sufficient and necessary condition to characterize the p-strong equivalence for LP MLN programs, which is shown in Theorem 3.22.
Theorem 3.22. Two LP MLN programs L and M are p-strongly equivalent iff they are semi-strongly equivalent, and there exist two constants c and k such that for each SE-model
Example 3.23. Recall Example 3.12, it has been shown that the programs L and M are semi-strongly equivalent. If the programs are also p-strongly equivalent, we have following system of linear equations, where C = exp(k * α + c) and U = {a, b}.
Solve the system of equations, we have L and M are p-strongly equivalent iff w 2 = w 3 = c + k * α and w 1 = w 4 + c + k * α. According to the syntax of LP MLN rules, the value of w 2 is either a real number or "α", which means w 2 = w 3 = c or w 2 = w 3 = α. Therefore, there are two kinds of solutions of the systems of equations: (1) w 2 = w 3 = c and w 1 = w 4 + c;
(2) w 1 = w 2 = w 3 = α and w 4 = 0.
3.4. Discussion. From Example 3.23, we can observe that for two semi-strongly equivalent LP MLN programs, there are usually some very strict conditions to make the programs p-strongly equivalent, which is partly caused by the strict equalities in the PSE-condition. One may ask whether we can relax the p-strong equivalence by relaxing the equality of the probability distribution of stable models. For example, following definition of q-strong equivalence seems a relaxed notion of the p-strong equivalence. 
The notion of q-strong equivalence is useful for the programs rewriting of many applications. On the one hand, in many problems such as qualitative decision-making, we are interested in the optional solutions or the solutions sorted by optimum degrees, which means the exact optimum degree of a solution is not needed. On the other hand, in many scenarios, the probability distribution of data is not easy to get, such as personal preferences for something that are used in the recommender systems. However, following result shows that the q-strong equivalence is just a reformulation of the p-strong equivalence.
Theorem 3.25. Two LP MLN programs are q-strongly equivalent iff they are p-strongly equivalent.
Proof. By the definition of q-strong and p-strong equivalence, the if direction of Theorem 3.25 is obvious. For the only-if direction, we use proof by contradiction. By C i = exp(c i + k i * α), we denote a weight expression. Assume LP MLN programs L and M are q-strongly equivalent, but they are not p-strongly equivalent, we have SE L (L) = SE L (M ) and there exist interpretations X and Y such that W (L,
and W (N, X) = C 4 * W (N, Y ), we can derive that C 3 * C 4 ≤ 1. Since L and M are q-strongly equivalent, we have W (M ∪ N, X) ≤ W (M ∪ N, Y ), which can be reformulated as follows
Recall the flattening rules in Definition 3.16, the weights of the rules can be an arbitrary real number or the symbol "α" actually. Similar to the proof of Lemma 3.21, we can obtain arbitrary values of C 4 by using proper flattening rules. In other words, we can construct an LP MLN program N such that C 3 * C 4 ≤ 1 and C 1 * C 3 * C 4 /C 2 > 1, which means the programs L and M are not q-strongly equivalent. It contradicts with the assumption, therefore, the only-if direction is proven.
So far, we have defined the notion of p-strong equivalence and presented an SE-model approach to characterizing the notion. In following sections, we will investigate properties of the p-strong equivalence from four aspects: (1) we present two relaxed notions of the p-strong equivalence and discuss their characterizations; (2) we analyze the computational complexities of deciding strong equivalences for LP MLN programs; (3) we investigate the relationships among the p-strong equivalence and the strong equivalences for ASP with weak constraints and ordered disjunctions; (4) we show the use of the p-strong equivalence in simplifying LP MLN programs.
Two Relaxed Notions of P-Strong Equivalence
The notion of p-strong equivalence requires that two LP MLN programs are p-ordinarily equivalent under any extension. But for program rewriting in many scenarios, the p-strong equivalence is somewhat strict. In this section, we present two relaxed notions of the p-strong equivalence and discuss their characterizations. (4.1)
Here, the atom a represents "play tennis", and the atom b represents "play badminton", and the programs L and M can be viewed as a part of a scheduling application. Our next activity is one of "play tennis" and "play badminton", therefore, the hard rules of L and M must be satisfied by any valid plan, which means {a, b} cannot be a valid stable model under the case.
For the case, Lee and Wang present an extended semantics of LP MLN [LW16] , called soft stable model semantics (SSM semantics), which requires hard rules must be satisfied by stable models. In this section, we investigate the p-strong equivalence under the SSM semantics, called the sp-strong equivalence. Firstly, we review the SSM semantics of LP MLN .
For an LP MLN program M , a soft stable model X of M is a stable model of M that satisfies all hard rules in M . By SM S (M ), we denote the set of all soft stable models of M , i.e.
and the probability degree 
Secondly, we investigate the sp-strong equivalence by extending the SE-model approach for characterizing the p-strong equivalence under the original semantics. The sp-strong equivalence is defined as follows. 
, which contradicts with the assumption. Therefore, we have proven the if direction of Lemma 4.4.
For the only-if direction, we show that SE S (L) = SE S (M ) if LP MLN programs L ≡ s,ss M . We use proof by contradiction. Assume there is an SE-interpretation (X, Y ) such that (X, Y ) ∈ SE S (L) and (X, Y ) ∈ SE S (M ). By the definition of soft SE-models, there are two cases:
It is easy to check that Y |= N and X |= N , and for any other proper subset X of Y , X |= N . Therefore, we can derive that for any proper subset X of Y ,
Combining above results, Theorem 4.5 is proven.
Based on Lemma 4.4, Theorem 4.5 provides a characterization for the sp-strong equivalence. The proof of the theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.22, therefore, we omit the details for brevity. Example 4.6 and Example 4.7 show that two LP MLN programs that are not p-strongly equivalent under the original LP MLN semantics could be p-strongly equivalent under the SSM semantics. In addition, from Definition 4.2 and above examples, it can be observed that the notion of sp-strong equivalence can be viewed as a unified framework to investigate the strong equivalences in ASP and LP MLN . That is, if two LP MLN programs only contain hard rules, the sp-strong equivalence is reduced to the strong equivalence under the ASP semantics, if two LP MLN programs only contain soft rules, the sp-strong equivalence is reduced to the p-strong equivalence under the original LP MLN semantics. In addition, it is clear that some important results on the strong equivalence for ASP can be introduced to the sp-strong equivalence straightforwardly. For example, Lin and Chen have found a sufficient and necessary syntactic conditions for characterizing several classes of ASP programs [LC07] . Under the SSM semantics, these conditions can be directly used to decide the p-strong equivalence. Note that in rest of the paper, unless we specifically point out, the p-strong or semi-strong equivalence means two LP MLN programs are p-strongly or semi-strongly equivalent under the original LP MLN semantics.
Probabilistic Uniform Equivalence.
In recent years, knowledge graphs based applications are especially concerned. Generally, a knowledge graph is about the entities, their semantic types, properties, and relationships between entities [EW16] . From the view of logic programming, a knowledge graph can be regraded as a set of facts, and these facts usually evolve over time. By introducing some rules, a knowledge graph becomes more powerful for modeling complex relations and inferring hidden knowledge, and these rules are not updated frequently by contrast. For example, in a knowledge graph about family members, the fact child(joe, tom) represents "joe is a child of tom", and the blood relationship blood can be defined as follows.
α : blood(X, Y ) ← blood(Y, X).
(4.9) w : blood(X, Y ) ← child(X, Y ).
(4.10) α : blood(X, Z) ← blood(X, Y ), blood(Y, Z).
(4.11)
where rule (4.10) is a soft uncertain rule, since a child may be adopted. The facts about family members will change constantly, but the definition of blood relationship is normally invariable. For program rewriting in the field of knowledge graph, the notion of p-strong equivalence is too strict, since we only concern the equivalence between programs extended by facts, which is called uniform equivalence in ASP [EF03] . In this section, we investigate the p-uniform equivalence for LP MLN programs. The notion of p-uniform equivalence is defined as follows. 
By U E L (M ) we denote the set of all UE-models of an LP MLN program M . Actually, a UE-model of M is also an SE-model of M , therefore, the weight degree of a UE-model is defined the same as that of SE-model. According to Definition 4.9, we have following property of UE-models, which is used in the characterization of the p-uniform equivalence for LP MLN . 
Following our approach to characterizing other notions of strong equivalences for LP MLN , we present a characterization of the semi-uniform equivalence between two LP MLN programs firstly. Then, we present a characterization of p-uniform equivalence on the basis of semi-uniform equivalence. Following lemma provides a characterization for semi-uniform equivalence between LP MLN programs. Proof. By Proposition 3.8 and the definition of UE-models, we only need to prove the case that (X, Y ) is a non-total UE-model, i.e. X ⊂ Y .
For the if direction, suppose U E L (L) = U E L (M ), we need to prove that for any set N of weighted facts, SM L (L ∪ N ) = SM L (M ∪ N ). We use proof by contradiction. For an interpretation X, without loss of generality, assume that X ∈ SM L (L ∪ N ) and
, and there is a proper subset X of X such that X |= (M ∪ N ) X X . Hence, we have (X , X) ∈ SE L (M ), the rest of the proof of if direction is divided into two cases.
which means X cannot be a stable model of L ∪ N . It contradicts with the assumption. Case 2. If (X , X) ∈ U E L (M ), by the definition, there must be a subset Z of X such that X ⊂ Z and (Z, X) ∈ U E L (M ). Since U E L (L) = U E L (M ), we have (Z, X) ∈ U E L (L).
Since X ⊂ Z, we have Z |= N X X and Z |= (L ∪ N ) X X , which contradicts with
Combining above results, the if direction of Lemma 4.11 is proven. For the only-if direction, suppose for any set N of weighted facts, SM L (L ∪ N ) = SM L (M ∪ N ), we need to prove that U E L (L) = U E L (M ). We use proof by contradiction. Without loss of generality, assume that there exists a non-total SE-model
is a UE-model of L, the only-if direction of Lemma 4.11 is proven; otherwise, we can discuss above three cases repeatedly. Since LP MLN programs L and M contain finite rules constructed from finite literals, there is a finite sequence of above proofs, which means we can prove U E L (L) = U E L (M ) via finite steps.
Combining above results, the only-if direction of Lemma 4.11 is proven. Now, we investigate the characterization of p-uniform equivalence for LP MLN programs. Firstly, we present a sufficient condition for the characterization in Lemma 4.12, then, we check whether the condition is necessary. The proof of Lemma 4.12 is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.13, therefore, we omit the detail for brevity. Lemma 4.12 shows a sufficient condition to characterize the puniform equivalence between LP MLN programs, called PUE-condition. To show whether the PUE-condition is necessary, we also need to find a necessary extension just as we did in proving Theorem 3.22. That is, for an LP MLN program M and a set U of literals such that lit(M ) ⊆ U , we need to find a set E of LP MLN programs satisfying for any interpretations X and Y in 2 U + , there exists a program N of E such that both X and Y are probabilistic stable models of M ∪ N , where the programs in E are sets of weighted facts. Unfortunately, there does not exist such an extension for p-uniformly equivalent LP MLN programs, which is discussed via following lemmas. In a word, for the p-uniform equivalence, we only find a sufficient condition to characterize it, i.e. the PUE-condition, and there are many complicated cases such that the PUE-condition is not necessary. For arbitrary LP MLN programs, there may not exist a general necessary condition to characterize the p-uniform equivalence. But for LP MLN programs containing no hard rules, it is obvious that the PUE-condition is sufficient and necessary, which is shown as follows. For LP MLN programs containing only hard rules, they are sp-strongly equivalent, iff their unweighted ASP counterparts are strongly equivalent under the ASP semantics; and for LP MLN programs containing only soft rules, they are sp-strongly equivalent, iff they are p-strongly equivalent.
In addition, due to the similarity between the definitions of SE-models for LP MLN and ASP, we consider the relationship between the semi-strong equivalence for LP MLN and the strong equivalence for ASP. For an LP MLN program L, it is easy to check that an SE-model It is easy to check that L I has two stable models, while M I only has one, therefore, they are not strongly equivalent.
Computational Complexities
In this section, we discuss the computational complexities of deciding strong equivalences for LP MLN . Since checking SE-model and checking weight degrees are two separate processes, we consider the semi-strong equivalence checking firstly, which is shown as follows. Proof. Hardness. To show co-NP-hardness, we provide a polynomial reduction of checking tautology to deciding the strong equivalence of two LP MLN programs. For a conjunctive norm formula (CNF) F , it is well-known that checking whether F is a tautology is co-NP-complete. In this paper, a CNF F is a formula of the form (5.1), which is a conjunction of clauses.
For a CNF F of the form (5.1), let a and b be new introduced atoms. For each clause C i of F , ψ 1 (C i ) is an LP MLN rule of the form α : a ← ¬c i,1 , . . . , ¬c i,m i , c i,m i +1 , . . . , c i,n i not b.
and ψ(F ) is an LP MLN program as follows
where at(F ) is the set of atoms occurred in F . Next, we show that a CNF F is a tautology iff LP MLN programs ψ 1 (F ) = {ψ 1 (C i ) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ ψ(F ) and ψ 2 (F ) = {ψ 2 (C i ) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ ψ(F ) are semi-strongly equivalent. Firstly, we introduce some notions. Let F be a CNF and I an interpretation, if for any atom a ∈ at(F ), either a ∈ I or ¬a ∈ I, we say I is a total interpretation, otherwise, I is a partial interpretation. For a CNF F and a partial interpretation I, it is easy to check that the LP MLN Therefore, for the proof, we only need to consider the case that I is a total interpretation. For a total interpretation I, it is easy to check that ψ(F ) I I = ∅, therefore, we only need to consider the rules of the form ψ 1 (C i ) and ψ 2 (C i ).
For the if direction, if ψ 1 (F ) ≡ s,s ψ 2 (F ), we have for any SE-interpretation (X, Y ),
, and we need to show F is a tautology. We use proof by contradiction. Assume F is not a tautology, there must be a total interpretation X and a clause C k of F such that {a, b} ⊆ X and X |= C k . Let Y = X ∪ {b}, it is easy
is obtained from ψ 2 (C i ) by removing default literal "not a" and weight "α". Since X |= C k , we have X |= b(ψ + 2 (C k )) but X |= h(ψ + 2 (C k )), i.e. X |= ψ + 2 (C k ). Therefore, we can derive
For the only-if direction, if F is a tautology, we have for any total interpretation X, X |= C i (1 ≤ i ≤ n), which means X does not satisfy the positive bodies of ψ 1 (C i ) and ψ 2 (C i ). For a total interpretation X, there are four cases: (1) {a, b} ⊂ X; (2) {a, b} ⊂ X;
(3) a ∈ X and b ∈ X; and (4) a ∈ X and b ∈ X.
Since X does not satisfies the positive bodies of ψ 1 (C i ) and ψ 2 (C i ) for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n, any subset X of X does not satisfy the positive bodies of ψ 1 (C i ) and ψ 2 (C i ) for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n either, which means X |= ψ 1 (F ) X X and X |= ψ 2 (F ) X X . Therefore, for a total interpretation X and any subset X of X, (X , X) is an SE-model of ψ 1 (F ) and ψ 2 (F ).
Case 2. If {a, b} ⊂ X, it is easy to check that ψ 1 (F ) X X = ∅ and ψ 2 (F ) X X = ∅, therefore, for any subset X of X, (X , X) is an SE-model of ψ 1 (F ) and ψ 2 (F ).
Case 3. If a ∈ X and b ∈ X, it is easy to check that ψ 1 (F ) X
and ψ 2 (F ) X X = ∅. From above discussion, it is obvious that for a total interpretation X and any subset X of X, (X , X) is an SE-model of ψ 1 (F ) and ψ 2 (F ).
Case 4. a ∈ X and b ∈ X, it is easy to check that ψ 1 (F ) X X = ∅ and ψ 2 (F ) X
From above discussion, it is obvious that for a total interpretation X and any subset X of X, (X , X) is an SE-model of ψ 1 (F ) and ψ 2 (F ).
Above results prove that deciding the semi-strong equivalence for LP MLN programs is co-NP-hard.
Membership. To show the co-NP-membership, we provide a polynomial reduction of checking the semi-strong equivalence to the problem of checking tautology. For LP MLN programs L and M , U is a universe of literals such that lit(L ∪ M ) ⊆ U . For a literal u ∈ U , byū, we denote an atom w.r.t. u, i.e. for an atom a,ā = a and¬a = a , where a is a newly introduced atom. ByŪ , we denote the set of atoms obtained from U , i.e.Ū = {ū | u ∈ U }. By a * , we denote a newly introduced atom w.r.t. an atom a ∈Ū . For an ASP rule r of the form (2.2), δ 1 (r) is a propositional formula of the form And for a set U of literals, let Γ(U ) be the propositional formula of the form (5.8): Y ) ) is a set of atoms constructed as follows
For the if direction, suppose Z is a model of Γ(A) ∧ ∆(M ), (X, Y ) is constructed from Z by the inverse of the map φ:
Obviously, X and Y are consistent. We need to show that (X, Y ) ∈ SE L (M ), which means X ⊆ Y and X |= M Y Y . We use proof by contradiction.
Assume X ⊆ Y , i.e. there is an atom b ∈X such that b * ∈ Z. It is easy to check that the formula b → b * in formula (5.8) cannot be satisfied by Z, and Z is not a model of Γ(U ) ∧ ∆(M ), which contradicts the premise. Therefore, we have shown that X ⊆ Y .
Assume
Suppose rule r is obtained from rule r by removing its negative body, by the definitions of LP MLN reduct and GL-reduct, we have b − (r ) ∩ Y = ∅ and Y |= r . Since X ⊆ Y , we have b + (r) ⊆ Y and h(r) ∩ Y = ∅. By the construction of X and Y , it is easy to check that Z |= δ 2 (r ) and Z |= δ 1 (r ), which means Z cannot be a model of Γ(U ) ∧ ∆(M ). Therefore, we have shown that X |= M Y Y .
Combining above results, we have shown that (X, Y ) is an SE-model of M . For the only-if direction, suppose (X, Y ) is an SE-model of M , Z = φ((X, Y )), we need to show that Z is a model of Γ(U ) ∧ ∆(M ). Since X ⊆ Y and both X and Y are consistent, by the construction of Z, it is easy to show that Z |= Γ(U ). For each rule w : r ∈ M , if w : r ∈ M Y i.e. Y |= w : r, we have b + (r) ⊆ Y , b − (r) ∩ Y = ∅, and h(r) ∩ Y = ∅. By the construction of Z, we have Z |= δ 2 (r), hence, Z |= δ 2 (r) → δ 1 (r). If rule w : r ∈ M Y i.e. Y |= w : r, we have Z |= δ 2 (r). If b − (r) ∩ Y = ∅, it is easy to check that Z |= δ 1 (r). Hence, Z |= δ 2 (r) → δ 1 (r). If b − (r) ∩ Y = ∅, let r be the rule that is obtained from r by removing its negative body. Since X |= M Y Y , we have X |= r , which means Z |= δ 1 (r). Therefore, Z |= δ 2 (r) → δ 1 (r).
Combining above results, we have shown that Z is a model of Γ(A) ∧ ∆(M ).
Above results show that the semi-strong equivalence checking for LP MLN programs L and M can be reduced to checking whether the propositional formula (Γ(U ) ∧ ∆(L)) ↔ (Γ(U ) ∧ ∆(M )) is a tautology, which is in co-NP, therefore, it proves the co-NP-membership of the semi-strong equivalence checking in LP MLN .
For LP MLN programs L and M , Theorem 5.1 shows that deciding L ≡ s,s M is co-NPcomplete. To decide L ≡ s,p M , we need to additionally check the relationships among the weights of SE-models. For an interpretation X, we can proceed rule by rule, and check whether each rule can be satisfied by X, therefore, computing L X and M X is feasible in polynomial time, which means computing W (L, X) and W (M, X) can also be done in polynomial time. By Proposition 3.8, every total SE-interpretation is an SE-model of an LP MLN program. Therefore, for the weights checking, we can guess two interpretations X and Y and check whether W (L, X)/W (M, X) = W (L, Y )/W (M, Y ), which means deciding L ≡ s,p M is in co-NP. Since checking weights and checking semi-strong equivalence are independent, we have following results. For the p-strong equivalence under the SSM semantics, the weight checking is similar to above discussion, therefore, it is in co-NP. For the semi-strong equivalence under the SSM semantics, the proof of co-NP-hardnees of Theorem 5.1 is still available, therefore, deciding semi-strong equivalence under the SSM semantics is co-NP-hard. To show the co-NP-membership, we slightly modify the proof of co-NP-membership of Theorem 5.1. The only difference between the two kinds of LP MLN semantics is that hard rules cannot be violated under the SSM semantics. Therefore, for an LP MLN program M , we define ∆ (M ) as
which is a combination of our translation of handling weighed rules and Lin's translation of handling ASP rules [Lin02] . Similarly, there is a one-to-one mapping between the soft SE-models of M and the models of Γ(U ) ∧ ∆ (M ), which shows the co-NP-membership of deciding semi-strong equivalence under the SSM semantics. For the uniform equivalence checking, it is obviously harder than strong equivalence checking, which can be seen from the corresponding results in ASP [EFW07] . For ASP programs, it has known that deciding uniform equivalence is Π p 2 -complete. Here, we show the upper bound of deciding semi-uniform equivalence. Proof. As we know, checking whether (X, Y ) ∈ SE L (M ) is in polynomial time. For the UE-model checking, if X ⊂ Y , we need to check there does not exist an interpretation X such that X ⊂ X ⊂ Y and X |= M Y Y .
Hardness. Recall the proof of co-NP-hardness of SE-model checking of Theorem 5.1, it is easy to check that a CNF F is a tautology iff for any total interpretation X, (X, X ∪ {b}) is an SE-model of ψ 2 (F ). By the definition of UE-models, we have (X, X ∪ {b}) is a UE-model of ψ 2 (F ), therefore, the problem of checking tautology can be reduced to the problem of checking UE-model in polynomial time. Above results prove the co-NP-hardness of UE-model checking in LP MLN .
Membership. As shown in [EFW07] , the UE-model checking can be reduced to the problem of checking propositional entailment of the form For the semi-uniform equivalence checking, we consider a complementary problem. To show that L and M are not semi-uniformly equivalent, we can guess an SE-model (X, Y ) such that (X, Y ) is a UE-model of exactly one of the programs L and M . By Lemma 5.4, the guess for (X, Y ) can be verified in polynomial time with the help of an NP oracle, which shows the Π p 2 -membership of deciding semi-uniform equivalence. Theorem 5.5. For LP MLN programs L and M , deciding L ≡ u,s M is in Π p 2 . For the p-uniform equivalence checking, we have not found a sufficient and necessary condition for the characterization, therefore, it is not a good time to discuss its computational complexity.
Relating to Other Logic Formalisms
Among the extensions of ASP, the strong equivalences for ASP with weak constraints (ASP wc ) and ASP with ordered disjunction (LPOD) have been investigated [EFFW07, FTW08] . In this section, we investigate the relationships among the strong equivalences for LP MLN , ASP wc , and LPOD. 6.1. ASP with Weak Constraints. A weak constraint is a kind of soft constraint of ASP that can be violated with a penalty, which is a part of the standard ASP language, and is introduced to represent the preferences among stable models [BLR00, CFG + 12]. An ASP program containing weak constraints is called an ASP wc program. Eiter et al. have studied the strong equivalence between ASP wc programs [EFFW07] . In this section, we show how to characterize the strong equivalences for ASP wc by the sp-strong equivalence for LP MLN .
Firstly, we review the semantics of ASP wc . A weak constraint r is a rule of the form :∼ l 1 , ..., l m , not l m+1 , ..., not l n . [penalty : level] (6.1)
where l i s (i ≤ i ≤ n) are literals, penalty is a real number denoting the cost of violating the constraint, and level is a non-negative integer denoting the level of the penalization. In rest of the paper, we only consider the weak constraints of the form :∼ l 1 , ..., l m , not l m+1 , ..., not l n .
[penalty] (6.2) since the levels of penalization can be complied into penalties [EFFW07] . For a weak constraint r of the form (6.2), we use pe(r) to denote the penalty associated with the rule. For an ASP wc program P , by P r and P c , we denote the sets of plain ASP rules and weak constraints of P , respectively. For an interpretation X, by W C(P, X), we denote the weak constraints of P that are violated by X. An interpretation X is a stable model of P if X is a stable model of the program P r , and the penalty of X w.r.t. P is defined as P enalty(P, X) = r∈W C(P,X) pe(r) (6.3) An optimal stable model of P is a stable model of P with the minimum penalty. Eiter et al. defined the strong equivalence for ASP wc programs as follows.
Definition 6.1. Two ASP wc programs P and Q are strongly equivalent, if for any ASP wc program R, P ∪ R and Q ∪ R has the same stable models, and for any stable models X and Y of P ∪R, P enalty(P ∪R, X)−P enalty(P ∪R, Y ) = P enalty(Q∪R, X)−P enalty(Q∪R, Y ).
A characterization for the strong equivalence between ASP wc programs is shown as follows.
Lemma 6.2 (Lemma 23 from [EFFW07] ). Two ASP wc programs P and Q are strongly equivalent, iff SE A (P r ) = SE A (Q r ), and for any interpretations X and Y satisfying P r ∪Q r , P enalty(P, X) − P enalty(P, Y ) = P enalty(Q, X) − P enalty(Q, Y ). Now, we show that the strong equivalence for ASP wc programs can be characterized by the sp-strong equivalence for LP MLN programs. For an ASP wc program P , τ c (P ) is an LP MLN translation of P defined as For an interpretation X, it is easy to check that X is a stable model of P iff X is a soft stable model of τ c (P ), and X is an optimal stable model of P iff X is a most probable stable model of τ c (P ). More specifically, we have following proposition. Proposition 6.3. For an ASP wc program P and its LP MLN translation τ c (P ), we have SM A (P ) = SM S (τ c (P )), and for each stable model X, we have P enalty(P, X) = ln (W ((τ c (P )) s )) − ln (W s (τ c (P ), X)) (6.5)
Obviously, the strong equivalence between ASP wc programs can be characterized by the sp-strong equivalence for LP MLN , which is shown in Theorem 6.4. Theorem 6.4. Two ASP wc programs P and Q are strongly equivalent, iff τ c (P ) and τ c (Q) are p-strongly equivalent under the SSM semantics Theorem 6.4 can be proven simply by showing the conditions in Theorem 6.4 and Lemma 6.2 are equivalent, which is straightforward by corresponding definitions. Actually, the if part of the proof can be derived by properties of the LP MLN translation for ASP wc program directly. For two ASP wc programs P and Q, since τ c (P ) and τ c (Q) are sp-strongly equivalent, we have for any LP MLN program N , τ c (P ) ∪ N and τ c (Q) ∪ N have the same soft stable models, and there exists a constant c such that for any soft stable model X ∈ SM S (τ c (P ) ∪ N ), W s (τ c (P ) ∪ N, X) = c * W s (τ c (Q) ∪ N, X) . By Proposition 6.3, we have for any ASP wc program R, P ∪ R and Q ∪ R have the same stable models, and for a stable model X ∈ SM A (P ∪R), we have P enalty(P ∪R, X) = ln (W ((τ c (P ∪ R)) s ))−ln (W s (τ c (P ∪ R), X)) = 
, which means for any stable models X and Y of P ∪ R, we have P enalty(P ∪ R, X) − P enalty(Q ∪ R, X) = P enalty(P ∪R, Y )−P enalty(Q∪R, Y ). Therefore, P and Q are strongly equivalent under the ASP semantics. It is easy to check that programs P , Q, τ c (P ), and τ c (Q) have the same (soft) SE-models, which is shown in Table 5 . From the table, it can be observed that P and Q are strongly equivalent, and τ c (P ) and τ c (Q) are sp-strongly equivalent, which shows the relationship between the strong equivalences of ASP wc and LP MLN .
6.2. LPOD. LPOD is another way to represent preferences over stable models by assigning priority to literals in the head of a rule [Bre02, Bre05] . An LPOD program P consists of two parts: the regular part P r and the ordered disjunction part P o , where P r is an ASP program consisting of rules of the form (2.1), and P o is a finite set of LPOD rules r of the form (6.14),
(6.14) where h i s (1 < i ≤ n) are literals that differ from each other. By o(r) we denote the number of literals occurred in the head of an LPOD rule r, i.e. o(r) = |h(r)|. An LPOD rule r of the form (6.14) means if the body of r is true, for any positive integers i < j, we prefer to believe h i rather than h j , and if we believe h i , it is not necessary to believe h j .
For an LPOD rule r, its i-th option (1 ≤ i ≤ o(r)), denoted by r i , is defined as
A split program of an LPOD program P is obtained from P by replacing each rule in P o with one of its options. An interpretation X is a candidate stable model of P if it is a stable model of a split program of P . By SM × (P ) we denote the set of all candidate stable models of P . The satisfaction degree deg(r, X) of an interpretation X w.r.t an LPOD rule r is defined as
otherwise.
(6.16)
And the satisfaction degree deg(P, X) of an interpretation X w.r.t. an LPOD program P is defined as the sum of satisfaction degrees of X w.r.t. LPOD rules in P o , i.e. deg(P, X) = r∈P o deg(r, X). For a candidate stable model X of P , by X i (P ) we denote the set of LPOD rules in P o that are satisfied by X at degree i. Based on the notion of satisfaction degree, for two candidate stable model X and Y of P , Brewka [Bre05] introduces four preference criteria:
(1) Cardinality-Preferred: X is cardinality-preferred to Y , denoted by X > c Y , if there is a positive integer i such that |X i (P )| > |Y i (P )|, and |X j (P )| = |Y j (P )| for all j < i; To investigate the strong equivalence for LPOD, we use the definition of candidate stable models for LPOD presented by Faber et al. [FTW08] . For an LPOD program P and an interpretation X, the minimum split program SP (P, X) of P w.r.t. X is defined as SP (P, X) = P r ∪ {r deg(r,X) | r ∈ P o } (6.17)
Faber et al. show that an interpretation X is a candidate stable model of P iff X is a stable model of SP (P, X). Based on the result, Faber et al. investigate the non-preferential strong equivalence for LPOD programs by generalizing the notion of SE-models in ASP.
Definition 6.6 (Definition 2 from [FTW08] ). Two LPOD programs P and Q are strongly equivalent, denoted by P ≡ × s Q, if for any LPOD program R, SM × (P ∪ R) = SM × (Q ∪ R). Definition 6.7 (Definition 3 from [FTW08] ). For an LPOD program P , an SE-interpretation (X, Y ) is an SE-model of P , if there exists a split program P such that Y |= SP (P, Y ) and X |= SP (P, Y ) Y . By SE × (P ), we denote the set of all SE-models of P . Lemma 6.8 (Theorem 6 from [FTW08] ). Two LPOD programs P and Q are strongly equivalent iff SE × (P ) = SE × (Q). Now, we show that the strong equivalence for LPOD can be characterized by the semi-strong equivalence under the SSM semantics. Following the method in the previous subsection, our approach is outlined as follows: (1) find a translation from LPOD to LP MLN ;
(2) show two LPOD programs are strongly equivalent iff their LP MLN translations are semi-strongly equivalent under the SSM semantics.
For an LPOD program P , an LP MLN translation τ × (P ) of P consists of three parts, i.e. show that there is a one-to-one map between the candidate stable models of an LPOD program P and the stable models of τ × (P ) [WZX + 18], more specifically, we have following proposition. Proposition 6.9. For an LPOD program P and its LP MLN translation τ × (P ), we have SM × (P ) = SM S (τ × (P )), and for each candidate stable model X ∈ SM × (P ), we have
By the translation τ × , the strong equivalence for LPOD programs can be investigated in LP MLN , which is shown as follow.
Theorem 6.10. Two LPOD programs P and Q are strongly equivalent, iff their LP MLN translations τ × (P ) and τ × (P ) are semi-strongly equivalent under the SSM semantics.
Proof. We prove Theorem 6.10 by showing that for an LPOD program P and its LP MLN translation τ × (P ), SE × (P ) = SE S (τ × (P )). Suppose (X, Y ) is an SE-interpretation such that Y |= P , by the definition of τ × , it is easy to check that Y |= τ × 1 (P ) ∪ τ × 3 (P ) i.e. Y |= τ × (P ) h . For an LPOD rule r, there are two cases: (1) Y |= b(r); (2) Y |= b(r) and Y |= h(r).
Case 1. If Y |= b(r), the satisfaction degree is deg(r, I) = 1, therefore, the minimum split program of {r} w. 
Combining above results, we have shown that an SE-interpretation (X, Y ) is an SEmodel of LPOD program P iff (X, Y ) is a soft SE-model of the translation τ × (P ), therefore, Theorem 6.10 is proven. It is easy to check that the programs P , Q, τ × (P ), and τ × (Q) have the same (soft) SE-models, and the satisfaction / weight degrees of each SE-models are shown in Table 6 . Therefore, P and Q are strongly equivalent, and τ × (P ) and τ × (Q) are semi-strongly equivalent.
Besides non-preferential strong equivalence, Faber et al. also investigate the strong equivalence under the cardinality, inclusion, and pareto preference criteria, which cannot be investigated in LP MLN without introducing new notions. But, by Proposition 6.9, the strong equivalence under the penalty-sum criterion can be characterized in LP MLN , which has not been discussed by Faber et al.
Definition 6.12. Two LPOD programs P and Q are ps-strongly equivalent, denoted by P ≡ × s,ps Q, if for any LPOD program R, SM × (P ∪ R) = SM × (Q ∪ R), and for any candidate
Theorem 6.13. Two LPOD programs P and Q are strongly equivalent, iff their LP MLN translations τ × (P ) and τ × (P ) are sp-strongly equivalent.
The proof of Theorem 6.13 is straightforward based on Theorem 6.10 and Proposition 6.9, therefore, we omit the detail for brevity. Theorem 6.13 shows that the ps-strong equivalence for LPOD can be characterized by the sp-strong equivalence in LP MLN . Recall LPOD programs P and Q in Example 6.11, it is easy to check that P and Q are ps-strongly equivalent by Theorem 6.13. Now, we have shown that the strong equivalences for LPOD programs can be characterized by translating them into LP MLN programs. Actually, we can prove the only-if part of Theorem 6.10 directly, just as the method used in proving Lemma 3.11 and Lemma 4.4. By the definition of τ × , regular ASP rules in an LPOD program P are turned into hard rules by directly assigning a weight "α", therefore, the direct proof of only-if part of Theorem 6.10 is exactly same as the corresponding proof of Lemma 4.4. Under the circumstance, one may ask whether the strong equivalence of other formalisms can be investigated in LP MLN . From the discussion of ASP wc and LPOD, we can observe that the key of the question is the translation from a logic program to an LP MLN program. There are some common properties of the translations τ c and τ × used for ASP wc and LPOD. Firstly, a translation should be semantics-preserving, i.e. original program and the translated program have the same inference results. Obviously, this is a necessary property for a translation, and both τ c and τ × are semantics-preserving. Secondly, a translation should be modular. A translation τ * is modular, if for logic programs P and Q, we have τ * (P ∪ Q) = τ * (P ) ∪ τ * (Q). By investigating the strong equivalences for ASP wc and LPOD, we have shown that for a logic program P , if there is a modular LP MLN translation τ such that the semantics of P can be characterized by τ (P ), then we can at least find a sufficient condition for characterizing the strong equivalence of the program P . In other words, if we cannot find a modular translation for the program, then its strong equivalence may not be investigated via using the results obtained in this paper.
In addition, the LP MLN translations τ c and τ × for ASP wc and LPOD have other good properties. For example, for a logic program P and a translation τ * (P ), τ * is called fixed, if τ * (P ) does not introduce new atoms, i.e. lit(P ) = lit(τ * (Q)). It is easy to check that both the translations τ c and τ × are fixed. For P-log programs, there exists a translation τ p [LY17] , and there also exists a translation τ m from LP MLN to P-log [BG16] . Both of τ p and τ m are semantics-preserving and modular, but they are not fixed. Intuitively, since there is a one-to-one map between P-log programs and LP MLN programs, it is very likely the strong equivalence for P-log can be characterized by the strong equivalence for LP MLN . In a word, our results provide a method to investigate the strong equivalence for some logic formalisms by translating them into LP MLN programs. And for the method, some properties of translations are important, such as the semantics-preserving and modular properties. But it is unclear whether new introduced literals affect the translation based investigation of strong equivalences.
Simplifying LP MLN Programs
Program simplification is an important technology for improving the implementations of logic programs. In this section, we investigate the simplification of LP MLN programs via introducing the notions of semi-valid and valid rules, which are two kinds of redundant LP MLN rules based on the semi-strong and p-strong equivalences. Firstly, we present an algorithm to simplify and solve LP MLN programs by eliminating these redundant LP MLN rules. Then, to decide the redundant rules efficiently, we present some syntactic conditions that characterize the semi-valid and valid LP MLN rules.
According to whether an LP MLN rule is semi-strongly or p-strongly equivalent to the empty program ∅, the notions of semi-valid and valid LP MLN rules are defined as follows.
Definition 7.1. An LP MLN rule w : r is called semi-valid, if w : r is semi-strongly equivalent to ∅; the rule is called valid, if w : r is p-strongly equivalent to ∅.
Obviously, a valid LP MLN rule can be eliminated from any LP MLN programs, while a semi-valid LP MLN rule cannot. By the definition, eliminating a semi-valid LP MLN rule does not change the stable models of original programs, but changes the probability distributions of the stable models. Furthermore, it may change the probabilistic stable models of original programs, which can be observed from Example 7.2. In Algorithm 1, a crucial problem is to decide whether an LP MLN rule is valid or semi-valid. Theoretically, it can be done by checking the SE-models of each rule. However, the model-theoretical approach is highly complex in computation. Therefore, we investigate the syntactic conditions for the problem. Table 8 shows five syntactic conditions for a rule r, where TAUT and CONTRA have been introduced to investigate the program simplification of ASP [ONA01, EFTW04], CONSTR1 means the rule r is a constraint, and CONSTR3 is a special case of CONSTR1. Rules satisfying CONSTR2 is usually used to eliminate constraints in ASP. For example, rule "← a." is equivalent to rule "p ← a, not p.", if the atom p does not occur in other rules. Based on these conditions, following theorems provide the characterizations for semi-valid and valid LP MLN rules.
Theorem 7.3. An LP MLN rule w : r is semi-valid, iff the rule satisfies one of TAUT, CONTRA, CONSTR1, and CONSTR2. For the only-if direction, we use proof by contradiction. Assume w : r is a valid LP MLN rule satisfying none of conditions in Theorem 7.4, i.e. (1) w : r does not satisfy all of T AU T , CON ST RA, CON ST R1, CON ST R2, and CON ST R3; (2) w : r satisfies CON ST R1 or CON ST R2, and w = 0.
Case 1. If w : r does not satisfy all of T AU T , CON ST RA, CON ST R1, CON ST R2, and CON ST R3, by Theorem 7.3, w : r is semi-valid, therefore, w : r is not valid, which contradicts with the assumption.
Case 2. If w : r satisfies CON ST R1 or CON ST R2, and w = 0, by the definition of SE-models, there exist SE-models (X 1 , Y 1 ) and (X 2 , Y 2 ) such that Y 1 |= w : r and Y 2 |= w : r, such as Y 1 = h(r) and Y 2 = b + (r) − b − (r). Therefore, we have W ({w : r}, (X 1 , Y 1 )) = e w and W ({w : r}, (X 2 , Y 2 )) = e 0 , but W ({w : r}, (X 1 , Y 1 )) = W ({w : r}, (X 2 , Y 2 )) = e 0 , which means w : r is not valid and contradicts with the assumption.
Combining above results, Theorem 7.4 is proven.
Theorem 7.3 and Theorem 7.4 can be used to check the validity of an LP MLN rule efficiently, which makes Algorithm 1 an alternative approach to enhance LP MLN solvers. In addition, Theorem 7.3 and Theorem 7.4 also contribute to the field of knowledge acquiring. On the one hand, although it is impossible that rules of the form TAUT, CONTRA1, and CONSTR3 are constructed by a skillful knowledge engineer, these rules may be obtained by rule learning. Therefore, we can use TAUT, CONTRA, and CONSTR3 as heuristic information to improve the results of rule learning. On the other hand, it is worth noting that conditions CONSTR1 and CONSTR2 mean the only effect of constraints in LP MLN is to change the probability distribution of inference results, which can be observed in Example 3.20. Therefore, for the problem modeling in LP MLN , we can encode objects and relations by LP MLN facts and rules, and adjust the certainty degrees of inference results by LP MLN constraints.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we investigate the notions of strong equivalences for LP MLN programs and study several properties of the notions from four aspects, which are expected to provide a better understanding for LP MLN in both theoretical and practical sides. First of all, we present the notion of p-ordinary equivalence for LP MLN , that is, two p-ordinarily equivalent LP MLN programs have the same stable models and the same probability distribution of their stable models, which means the programs have the same MAP and MPD inference results. Based on the p-ordinary equivalence, we present the notion of p-strong equivalence, that is, two p-strongly equivalent LP MLN programs are p-ordinary equivalent under any extensions. Then, we present a sufficient and necessary condition for characterizing the p-strong equivalence, i.e. the PSE-condition, which can be regarded as a generalization of the SE-model approach in ASP. Due to hard rules can be violated in the original LP MLN semantics, the necessity of the PSE-condition is quite difficult to prove. To this end, we introduce the notions of necessary extensions and flattening extensions, and show that the PSE-condition is necessary, since we can construct a necessary extension by selecting proper flattening extensions.
After the characterization, we further study the properties of the p-strong equivalence from four aspects. Firstly, we present two relaxed notions of the p-strong equivalence, i.e. the sp-strong and p-uniform equivalence, and discuss their characterizations, which are useful in many real-world scenarios such as decision making and knowledge graph based applications etc. Secondly, we analyze the computational complexities of deciding strong equivalences. Our results show that deciding all of the semi-strong, the p-strong, and the sp-strong equivalence is co-NP-complete, and deciding the semi-uniform equivalence is in Π p 2 . Thirdly, we investigate the relationships among the strong equivalences for LP MLN and two important extensions of ASP: ASP wc and LPOD. Our results show that the strong equivalences for ASP wc and LPOD can be studied by translating them into LP MLN , which provides a viable way to study the strong equivalences for other logic formalisms such as ProbLog and P-log etc. Finally, we investigate the program simplification based on the p-strong equivalence. Specifically, we present a characterization for two kinds of redundant LP MLN rules, which can be used to improve LP MLN solvers.
Concerning the related work, Lee and Luo also presented a work on the strong equivalence for LP MLN programs at the same time [LL19] . In their paper, they presented the notions of strong and structural equivalences, that is, the p-strong and semi-strong equivalences presented in this paper. For the semi-strong equivalence, they presented several equivalent characterizations by reducing LP MLN into choice rules of ASP, soft logic of here and there, and classical logic, which are equivalent to the SE-model approach presented in this paper. For the p-strong equivalence, they actually provided a characterization for LP MLN programs containing only soft rules, in other words, they did not discuss the p-strong equivalence for programs containing hard rules. Besides, they provided an implementation of checking strong equivalence via using ASP solver.
For the future, we plan to continue the unsolved problems in this paper, i.e. the characterization of p-uniform equivalence and its computational complexity. And we will further investigate the strong equivalences for other logic formalisms by translating them into LP MLN programs. Moreover, we will improve the LP MLN solver LPMLN-Models by incorporating the program simplification in this paper.
